


 
  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

     
   

  
 

 
  

 
 

 
  

 

  
 

  
   

 
 
 

  
 

     
 
 

 
 

  
  

 
   

 

 
 

 
 

WBC’s Local Plan Core Strategy in 2014. In this report the housing need to 2027 
was calculated at 500dpa . . .all of which could be met by brownfield sites. I quote 
“....Warrington should supply 500dpa. Therefore the plan, subject to all the 
proposed main modifications is consistent with meeting the full housing needs of 
Warrington over the plan period, having regard to the considerations that I have 
addressed above”. 

WBC appear to want the development of the greenbelt at all costs, rather than 
demonstrating any exceptional circumstance. The PDO explores the option which 
appears to gives the developer maximum profit, the reasoning perhaps to get 
private enterprise to pay for any infrastructure required to ‘unlock’ land. This is 
likely why the plan is 20 years, yet WBC want to release all the land from 
greenbelt immediately rather than in any phased manner. This will hand over 
control to the developer who will ‘land bank’ and build according to their program 
for maximum profit. The destruction of the greenbelt will see Warrington merge 
with Runcorn and Widnes and on the South developed all the way to the 
motorway removing most of Warrington’s green lung, this seems ludicrous 
considering the amount of new traffic that is planned for the roads. 

I have grave concerns about the amount of power that Peel Holdings seem to 
have over the council and their influence on the PDP. Peel have announced their 
ambitions to create Port Warrington as part of the Atlantic gateway. Much more 
traffic on the Manchester Ship Canal will have Warrington continually gridlocked 
and Warrington becoming inaccessible to those of us in South Warrington. In 
order for Peel to put more traffic on the canal more roads will have to build in 
Warrington. With Peel having deep pockets it is not difficult to assume that the 
PDP is influenced by Peel. Getting planning for houses will means more 
infrastructure is required. Peel have not care for the people of Warrington, their 
bridges currently are a disgrace and the land by Morissons is an eyesore, it has 
taken years of campaigning by our local councillors to get them to agree to even 
paint the bridges, we cannot trust them to develop in our town. 

All these house are going to increase traffic in an already grid locked town. We 
have recently moved back to the area from Dubai and my sone has had 
breathing issues since we got home, the doctor said, and I quote “It is down to 
poor air quality here in the Mersey basin”. Are you really going to standby and 
watch more children get sick. In the 2016 World Health Organisation Report on 
air quality Salford (another of Peel’s ports) was named the worst place in the 
North West for breaching safety levels for air pollution, the second worst was 
warrington. I fail to see how how cutting down trees and paving over fields is 
going to help this situation. 

North Warrington, in fact the town Centre is becoming inaccessible to a lot of us 
in the south, we now chose to use Northwich and Runcorn as although they are 
further away it does take less time to travel to them. We also tend to use the M6, 
M56 as a ring road as this is the quickest way to get to North Warrington, I am 
concerned that the PDP does not include any proposals to improve the motorway 
network, which is also currently very congested. It’s certainly not going to 
improve with 24,000 more houses and more worryingly mass employment 
centres which are sure to bring HGVs and are no doubt strategically placed to 
use the motorways. Even more traffic on this section of motorways will 
completely shut down access to Warrington for a lot of people. 

The public transport schemes described within the PDO are all bus routes and 
will obviously use the current road network adding further burden. The routes 
given within the south of town are not deliverable due to the levels of congestion 
around the canal crossings and that no improvement will be made to the network 






